Abstract. The broadcast population coverage has increased to 96% in china. Information services by radio have wide coverage, low cost, easy to grass-roots farmers to accept etc. characteristics. In order to play the better role of broadcast information service in rural area, the author R & D agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast, which transformed from traditional broadcast with a set of data encoding/decoding equipments based on addressable broadcast. The agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast can provide personalized information services for grassroots farmers, relying on a wealth of agricultural information resources, by means of controlling the addressable speakers with microprocessor. The system has five parts, which has been applied in huailai city Hebei province. The system has provided personalized information about grape and vegetable for two villages for one and a half years.
Introduction 2
Principles and type of addressable broadcast
The principle of addressable broadcast
Based on the existing FM radio signal transmission system and with the addressable control technology, addressable broadcast can control any one FM speaker's FM receive frequencies, switch status and volume status individually in service area. In other words, addressable broadcast achieve point to point and multi-function control.
Addressable broadcast uses the main channel of FM radio transmission audio signals, meanwhile, uses the sub-channel of FM radio transmission control information, which also known as FM-SCA addressable control system [5] .
The core of addressable broadcast is FM sub-channel wireless addressable system, which is also The format of baseband signal source coding of FM-SCA wireless addressable control system is Manchester, and the technology of modulation is FSK. So, if some software and hardware are added to the original FM radio, we just achieve addressable broadcast. The transmitting principle of FM-SCA wireless addressable control system is shown in Fig. 1 . These addressing control signals can control speaker's FM receive frequencies, switch status and volume status with a series of processing. The receiving principle of FM-SCA wireless addressable control system is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Type of addressable broadcast
There are two kinds of addressable broadcast: cable addressable broadcast and wireless addressable broadcast. Cable addressable broadcast is constructed based on the CATV FM common cable transmission system, which suits for the area of CATV network coverage over and not self-built radio station. Wireless addressable broadcast suits for the county or city which has a radio station.
Cable addressable broadcast has four main parts: control software in computer, data encoder, 
Structure of agricultural information service system
The work flow of agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast is described as follow: (1) if farmers want to get some information, they tell the radio station their requirements by means of telephone or SMS;(2) radio station get the information and then edit program once receiving the requirements from farmers;(3) when the program prepared, they will broadcast by the addressable broadcast system, (4)and farmers can listen to the program with the addressing radio receiver. Fig. 5 shows the service flow of the system. Agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast has five sub-systems:
information acquisition system, material edit system, program edit & programming system, addressable broadcast system and information on demand system. The function diagram of agricultural information service system is shown in Fig. 6 . 
Function of agricultural information service system
With agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast, we can realize personalized information service. Different information needs in different regions can be satisfied by means of broadcasting different programs at the same time.
The function of five sub-systems is described as below:
(1) Information acquisition system Information can be extracted from internet according to the requirements from farmers by the information acquisition system. The system can extract information automatically in accordance with pre-set; also can get the information specified by user.
(2) Material edit system
In material edit system, the information (text formatting) extracted from information acquisition system can be transferred into audio file through the text-to-speech software or the text-to-speech device. Those audio file generated by this system will be used in program edit module.
(3) Program edit & programming system
In this system, audio file generated by material edit module will be made into program, and then broadcast the program at a particular time with the radio equipment in radio station.
(4) Addressable broadcast system Addressable broadcast system is the core of the whole system, which make the personalized information service possible. With the FM-SCA technology of addressable broadcast system, radio station can make different area or different speaker broadcast different program.
(5) Information on demand system
If listeners want to get some information that radio station don't provide, they can tell the radio station their personalized information requirements through information on demand system. There are
4.

Conclusion
In this paper, the principles and type of addressable broadcast is introduced, which uses the sub-channel of FM radio transmission control information. Based on the addressable broadcast, agricultural information service system is constructed in radio station, which concludes five parts. The system can provide personalized information service for farmers in rural area. The advantages of the system are concluded as follows:
(1) Agricultural information service system based on addressable broadcast is a new information service mode, which suit for rural area. As we know, the coverage of radio if very high in china, so this system has a very large scope of use.
(2) It is very easy to construct the addressable broadcast system. If there already has a radio station, we just need several equipments.
(3) With information acquisition system, radio station can get huge amounts of information; also can get the exact information meet the listener. The text formatting information can be transferred into audio files through text-to-speech module of material edit system.
